
DOORS



AUTOMATED DOOR
Concealed, in-floor, self-contained operator - meets 
guidelines for preserving historic buildings

Power-open, spring-close operator - functions as a 
manual door during loss of power

Smooth and silent operation (<70 db) - unlimited 
application opportunities

AC synchronous 1/3 HP motor - wear-free drive principle

Internal adjustable end-stop in closing direction - no 
external floor stop required, eliminates tripping hazard

Motor power boost closure - ensures doors close in harsh 
and windy environments

Motor hold closure - assists in holding doors closed in 
unbalanced buildings

Adjustable closing spring-force - allows for doors to be 
fine-tuned to the environment

No mechanical switches and/or magnets used for door 
position - eliminates costly services and down time

Power-open and hold-open capabilities - excellent 
options for smoke evacuation doors

Large door opening - maximum 100 degrees

MANUAL DOOR

All glass door system with minimal metal designed to 
meet hurricane impact codes

Patented Design No. US 10,619,400 B2

Allowable Design Pressures +/- 90 PSF (HVHZ)

FPA #25671.1

Door leaf sizes up to 48”  W x 120” H 

Integrates with SLIMPACT Windows and other glazing 
systems.

Low Iron, Low E, and Turtle Tints available

ADA Compliant 

AAMA/WDMA/CSA101/I.S.2/Arr0-05,08 or 11 limited water

AAMA 920 – 500,000 cycles – no degradation in performance



Impact HVHZ +-72 PSF approved

Patented top latching panic device with a flat 

latch for greater security

All-glass door with Rockwood panic device

Leaf sizes up to 48” x 120” or 96” x 120” for pairs

PANIC DOOR

ADA Compliant Possible

Dogging Feature

Hardware Finish Options

Single or Double Manual or Electric Strikes

Access Control via Electric Strikes

All glass door system with minimal metal 
designed to meet hurricane impact codes

Extra wide door leaf for equipment access

Leaf sizes up to 60” W x 90” H 

EQUIPMENT LOADING GATE

Manual, Automatic, and Motion Activation available

Double Door access up to 120” W x 90” H

Allowable Design Pressures +/- 90 PSF 

HVHZ Florida Product Approval #25671.1

Double doors up to 120” W x 90” H

Clearance size up to 114” W



FRAMELESS IMPACT GLAZING SOLUTIONS

SLIMPACT® STORY – SLIMPACT® is the innovation of Faour Glass Technologies, established 
in 1975, the company creates and engineers stunning, high-performance residential and 
comercial glass systems. SLIMPACT® is a patented frameless impact glazing system that 
offers a combination of beauty, elegance, and performance. The first of its kind, SLIMPACT® 
frameless impact glazing solutions are designed for the luxury residential and high-end 
commercial markets. SLIMPACT® products provide unobstructed views while still meeting 
Florida’s large missile impact requirements.

www.slimpact.com

SLIMPACT® WINDOW WALLS, SLIMPACT® DOORS & 90° CORNER INTEGRATION  

SLIMPACT® allows for an unlimited number of same thickness glass panels to be combined.

Mixing product sizes can be done on a case by case basis, the above illustration is for catalogue purposes only. 

Ask about our NEW SLIMPACT PORTAL Entry Structure!


